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2019 will be about revisiting our clients approach to risk

The current, record long bull market has offered investors strong annualized 
returns with relatively low overall downside volatility. The end of 2018 served 
as a reminder to all that despite a relatively healthy  underlying U.S. economy , 
unexpected volatility can cause markets to occasionally come off their tracks 
quickly and with little warning. 
 
Periodic reviews of  a clients objectives and constraints , and a thorough 
assessment of how they reconcile with current market conditions, will be 
critical as markets become increasingly volatile.  
 
Despite some leading indicators that have just recently started to turn , the 
probability of a recession in the U.S. economy in 2019 remains low, offering a 
great opportunity for clients to review their investment plans and their 
approaches to risk management. 
 
Now is the Time to Recalibrate.

Liquidity and Confidence - The "Gods" of Markets
Our research  department recently had the opportunity to attend a dinner with legendary investor 
Dan Fuss,  Vice Chairman of Loomis Sayles & Company,  to discuss markets and the geopolitical 
environment.
 
During that conversation, Dan made mention to "Liquidity & Confidence" as being the two most 
powerful forces in capital markets. While the world is still flush with liquidity, confidence is surely 
being tested. Whether its trade war discussions with China, uncertainty regarding domestic policy, 
or just a general skepticism of the current bull market overall, the noticeable decline in some key 
leading indicators have us on alert.
 
Utilizing our proprietary Economic Heat Map, we will continue to closely monitor confidence and 
liquidity levels as we move through 2019. In any case, we feel a cautious approach going forward it 
warranted.  Now would be a great time to reevaluate necessary liquidity reserves, especially for 
retirees and pre-retirees.



Revist Your Plans Today

“Its not stocks vs. bonds, high-quality vs. low quality, growth 
stocks vs. value stocks, U.S. vs. foreign stocks, developed 
world stocks vs. emerging stocks, large companies vs. small... 
The most important question is offense or defense.”
                                                          - Howard Marks

While the majority of the talking heads on CNBC obsess over these specific details on a daily basis, 
we urge our clients to ignore the noise and instead consider a more holistic approach.

How much liquidity is needed?
For clients still in the accumulation phase, 3-9 months of reserves 
may be more than enough liquidity in case of an emergency. For 
retirees and pre-retirees , you may want to consider holding 
closer to 2-3 years worth of spending in more conservative assets.

What is my plan to handle volatility?
To be effective, risk management plans must be discussed and 
implemented before a crisis, not after. You wouldn't want to buy 
homeowners insurance the day after a fire...the damage has 
already been done. Similarly , you shouldn't wait for the next 
downturn to have a plan for volatility.  Have those discussion now.

Setting Expectations
Vanguard's chief investment officer 
Greg Davis recently called for about a 
5% median return in equities over the 
next 10 years. 
 
Investors, however, commonly cite 8-
10% as the return they expect from 
equities. Setting realistic expectations 
will be an important part of 
controlling risk.
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Offense or Defense?
Howard Marks, one of the greatest investors of 
our time, recently talked about the importance of 
asking the question " Offense or Defense?" in this 
current environment. 
 
It's a simple question, but can provide a 
meaningful indicator as to your attitude towards 
markets and aid in overall asset allocation 
construction.
 
 
 
 
 


